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Abstract: Tracer gas technology is an effective way to evaluate underground coal mine ventilation system, especially in stope, air
leakage from working face to  gob can be quickly detected by this  method.  While  tracer  gas  distribution characteristics  may be
different with the variation of ventilation parameters, therefore, ascertaining the uniform distributed location as sampling point is
essential to improve the measuring accuracy of tracer gas technology. This study conducts simulations of tracer gas distribution in
four ventilation models with different parameters, aiming to analyze the effects of gob and height difference between roadway and
working face on tracer gas distribution uniformity. The result shows the porous characteristics of gob is not conductive to tracer gas
uniform distribution,  the height  difference between roadway and working face increases the turbulence intensity of  airflow and
promotes the uniform distribution of tracer gas. In no height difference stope, tracer gas and airflow can be mixed uniformly at 5D of
return roadway, but in height difference stope, only 1D is required. Finally, a practical case study is conducted to verify the validity
of simulation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The spontaneous combustion of residual coal in gob is one of the major causes, which results in underground coal
mine fire [1]. For a long time, frequent coal mine fire accidents in China have not only caused tremendous casualties
and property losses, but also seriously restricted the healthy development of coal mine industries. An important factor to
cause  spontaneous  combustion of  residual  coal  is  the  continuous  air  leakage from working face  to  gob.  Therefore,
studying the air leakage in gob is crucial to prevent coal mine fire accidents and improve the safety management level
of coal mine.

Tracer  gas  is  an  effective  way  to  evaluate  the  ventilation  system  that  has  been  widely  used  in  buildings  and
underground mines  [2  -  8].  The  sulfur  hexafluoride  (SF6)  is  widely  accepted  as  a  standard  mine  ventilation  tracer,
because  it  can be  detected in  low concentrations  and does  not  exist  in  coal  mine environment  [9].  Recently,  many
researches have been conducted by applying this technique including evaluating the coal mine ventilation networks and
the characteristics of airflow in gob [10 - 12]. However, during applications, field engineers found that the distribution
of tracer gas has great influence on the measurement result. If the sampling location is set to the point where tracer gas
doesn’t  distribute  uniformly,  the  measurement  result  will  be  not  accurate.  Therefore,  studying  the  distribution
characteristics of tracer gas and determining the appropriate sampling location are quite essential for the application of
tracer gas technique.

Some pipeline experiments were conducted to research the distribution characteristics of tracer gas. The results of
these experiments show that the structure of pipe has great influence on tracer gas distribution [13, 14]. If applying
tracer  gas technique to mining stope  air leak detection, some unique  features of roadway and working face  should be
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taken fully consideration. For this sake, the objective of this study is to research the influence of different factors on the
distribution  of  tracer  gas  in  mining  stope  by  using  CFD  simulation.  Firstly,  four  U-type  ventilation  models  with
different parameters are constructed. Then, standard k-ε model is applied in Computational Fluid Dynamic Fluent to
simulate  the  migration  of  SF6  with  airflow.  The  contours  of  SF6  of  different  cross  sections  in  return  roadway  are
compared and analyzed to describe the effects of gob and height difference on tracer gas distribution. At last, a case
study is conducted to verify the validity of simulation, and the appropriate sampling locations are determined.

2. MODEL CONSTRUCTION

Simulations  are  conducted  in  a  typical  U-type  ventilation  stope,  the  length  of  working  face  is  160m,  two  30m
roadways are connected to the working face as intake and return airways. The average cross sectional dimensions of
roadways are both 3×4m. Considering the deep part of gob has little influence on the working face airflow, the length of
gob takes 40m in simulation. To study the effects of height difference between roadway and working face and porous
characteristics of gob on tracer gas distribution, four models are constructed as Fig. (1).

Fig. (1). Structure of four different models.

Model 1# is an equal height and no gob model as shown in Fig. (1a), Model 2# is an equal height and gob model as
shown in Fig. (1b), Model 3# is a 1.5m different height and gob model as shown in Fig. (1c), Model 4# is a 3m different
height and gob model as shown in Fig. (1d). The influence of gob will be demonstrated by comparison of Model 1# and
Model 2#, and then influence of height difference will be shown by comparison of Model 2#, Model 3# and Model 4#.

2.1. Basic Assumptions

In order to facilitate the establishment of CFD model,  some assumptions should be made to simplify problems.
According to the focus of this research, it is assumed that:

The air is incompressible.1.
The airflow is turbulent flow and its velocity is constant.2.
Air temperature is constant, and there is no heat transfer from wall or coal particles.3.
The release device of SF6 and operator do not influence the inlet airflow.4.

These  assumptions  are  all  made  based  on  the  study  focus,  the  real  situation  is  more  complex  than  simulation.

(a) Equal height no gob model              (b) Equal height gob model

(c) Low height difference gob model           (d) Hight height difference gob model
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Actually, many mining conditions are also simplified in these models, such as the influence of apparatus in working
face, the slow movement of working face.

2.2. Governing Equation

The  basis  of  CFD  simulation  is  to  construct  governing  equation  of  fluid  dynamic.  Generally,  the  governing
equations include momentum equations, energy equations and continuity equations. Based on the assumptions of above
section,  energy  equation  is  not  applied  since  the  fluid  is  assumed  to  be  incompressible  and  no  heat  transfer  in
simulation. Only continuity equation and momentum equation are taken into consideration, which can be expressed as:

Where, φt is the general variable of interest, ρt is the air density, Γφt is the diffusive coefficient, and Sφt is the source
term.

The standard k-ε model, RNG k-ε model and realizable k-ε model are three commonly used models to describe the
turbulence of fluid. In this study, a standard two equations k-ε model is employed to simulate the airflow and tracer gas
migration. For stable and incompressible gas, the standard k-ε equation is:

Where Gk is the turbulent kinetic energy generated by laminar velocity gradient; Yk and Yw is the turbulent generated
by diffusion; σk and σw is the energy of the turbulent Prandtl number of k,w equations; ut is the turbulent viscosity.

2.3. Basic Approach and Boundary Conditions of Simulation

The inlet of intake roadway and SF6 release port were set to velocity inlet. The outlet of return roadway was set to
outflow. The intake airflow rate was assumed to be 1200m3/min. The release point of SF6 was set in intake roadway,
10m away from working face.  The release rate  was 10L/min.  The solver  was set  to  segregated and a  standard two
equation k-ε model was introduced to simulate tracer gas and airflow migration. To acquire a more accurate result, the
second order upwind was adopted to calculate momentum, turbulent kinetic energy, turbulent dissipation rate and mass
of  SF6.  The solver  PRESTO! was used for  pressure  calculation due to  the  porous zone and 90º  bend zone in  these
models.  SIMPLEC  algorithm  was  introduced  to  couple  governing  equations.  Considering  the  density  difference
between SF6 and air, the gravity was set to be 9.81m/s2 in negative Z direction. The interface between working face and
gob was set as interior, and the rest surfaces were set as stationary walls with no slip. Both air and wall temperature was
assumed to be constant. The settings of this simulation are listed in the Table 1.

Table 1. Defining the calculation model parameters.

Boundary conditions Define
Solver Segregated

Viscous model Standard k-epsilon
Energy Off

Inlet boundary type Velocity-inlet
Gravity 9.81m/s2 (negative Z direction)

(1)
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Boundary conditions Define
Inlet velocity magnitude 1.389m/s(air) 0.52m/s (SF6)

Turbulence intensity 4.37%(air) 5.63% (SF6)
Turbulent kinetic energy 0.09646m2/s2(air) 0.01352m2/s2(SF6)
Turbulent dissipation rate 0.019615m2/s3(air) 0.175987m2/s3 (SF6)

Outlet boundary type Outflow
Shear conditions No slip

Fig. (2). SF6 concentrations in return roadway of Model 1#.

Fig. (3). SF6 concentrations in return roadway of Model 2#.

3. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

The contours of SF6 and the flow path of Model 1# and Model 2# are shown in Figs. (2 and 3), respectively. In these
two Figures, D stands for the height of roadway, which is 3 meters. According to the flow path lines, it can be seen that
the flow features in return roadways are very similar. Both of the two models have circular flow directions adjacent to

(Table 1) contd.....
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working face at the head of return roadway. The circular flow leads to tracer gas recirculates and SF6 concentrations in
this zone is relative low. But small differences also can be seen by comparing these two results. From the flow path
lines, the airflow in Model 1# hits the right side of roadway and turns sharply back to the left side of roadway, however
the airflow in Model 2# turns smoothly and goes into the roadway close to the right side. This is because the airflow
leaks into the gob zone, the total airflow rate in working face decreases, so that airflow in Model 2# hits the right wall
not as fierce as airflow in Model 1#. As a result, tracer gas in Model 1# is easier to distribute uniformly than in Model 2#.
From the contours of SF6 concentrations in vertical, the tracer gas and airflow are mixed uniformly between 3D and 4D
in Model 1#, while in Model 2#, they are mixed uniformly between 4D and 5D. In order to further verify the validity of
simulation,  the  concentrations  of  SF6  in  X  and  Y  axial  direction  at  4D  are  presented  in  Fig.  (4).  In  Model  1#,  the
deviations between maximum concentration and minimum concentration are 1.75% in X axial and 1.86% in Y axial,
respectively. However, in Model 2#, the deviations are 2.52% in X axial and 4.94% in Y axial, respectively. It is proved
that the porous characteristics of gob are not conductive to uniformly distribution of trace gas.

Fig. (4). X axial and Y axial concentrations of 4D in Model 1# and Model 2#.

Fig. (5). SF6 concentrations in return roadway of Model 3#.

The contours  of  SF6  concentrations  and  the  flow path  of  Model  3#  and  Model  4#  are  shown in  Figs.  (5  and  6),
respectively. The height difference between roadway and working face makes the distribution of tracer gas remarkably
distinct  from  Model  1#  and  Model  2#.  Firstly,  the  area  of  circular  flow  decreases,  and  then  the  original  high
concentration zones move from right side to left  side of return roadways. Comparing the overall  flow path lines of
Model 2#, Model 3# and Model 4# (Fig. 7), It can be seen that the height difference leads to the increase of turbulence

     
(a) Model 1#                               (b) Model 2# 
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intensity. Analyzing the section cross concentration, the concentration distribution of each distance remains unchanged
and the concentration in whole cross section is basically identical, which means airflow and tracer gas are fully mixed.
Therefore,  the  height  difference  between  roadway  and  working  face  is  advantageous  to  tracer  gas  distribution
uniformly.

Fig. (6). SF6 concentrations in return roadway of Model 4#.

Fig. (7). Comparison of flow path lines of different height difference.

Based on the simulation results, SF6 concentration is not higher at the bottom of these four models. This indicates
that  although  SF6  is  heavier  than  air,  it  does  not  necessarily  concentrate  at  the  bottom  since  air  flow  features  can
overcome gravitational influences. This is the same with the conclusion of Xu [6].

4. CASE STUDY

4.1. Working Conditions and On-site Air Leakage Detection

In order to verify the validity of the simulation, a case study was demonstrated in this paper. The basic working
conditions of 8201 working face are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. The basic working conditions of 8201 working face.

      Condition       Value
      Inlet air volume       660m3/min

      Height of roadways       2.65m

 
(a) Model2#              (b) Model 3#               (c) Model 4# 
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      Condition       Value
      Height of working face       2.9m
      Length of working face       158m

The cross section unit method was applied to detect the accurate air leakage rate of present stage. The working face
was divided into several units, and the inlet air rate and outlet air rate of each unit could be measured by airflow meter
(Fig. 8). Therefore, the air leakage rate of each unit can be calculated by:

Fig. (8). Cross section method to detect working face air leakage rate.

where Qi is the air leakage volume of each unit, m3/min, Qinleti is the inlet air rate of the ith unit, m3/min, Qoutleti is the
outlet air rate of the ith unit. The accumulation of Qi is the air leakage distribution of working face.

In this study, the units of working face were divided on basis of the distribution of hydraulic supports. The 8201
working face has 102 hydraulic supports, and the width of each hydraulic support is 1.5m. Every 5 supports are set to be
one unit,  then the wind speed and airflow rate could be measured (Table 3).  It  can be seen that  airflow rate varies
greatly at the both ends of the working face. The total air leakage rate is the highest volume minus the lowest volume,
which is 95.02m3/min in this detection, occupying 14.43% of total airflow volume.

4.2. Simulation and Results

As can be seen in Table 3, the height difference between working face and roadway is less than 10% of the height of
roadway, which means the height difference can be omitted. Therefore, the Model 2# can be applied to construct CFD
simulation model in this case. Assuming that the release rate of SF6  is 10L/min, it  can be calculated that the initial
concentration of tracer is 15150ppb. The release time is set to be 10s. Based on the simulation result of Model 2#, the
appropriate sampling point should be set between 4D and 5D of the return roadway. To verify the validity of simulation,
the concentration-time curves at the centers of 3D, 4D and 5D are demonstrated. The tracer concentration-time curves
of different cross sections are shown in Fig. (9). The peak of each curve can be used to indicate airflow that directly
flow pass the working face, so the airflow leaking into the gob can be calculated by:

Table 3. The record of unit airflow rate.

Position Distance (m) Wind speed (m/s) Dimension (m2) Airflow rate (m3/min)
Inlet 0.00 1.32 8.33 658.31

5 9.80 1.15 9.01 622.83
10 17.30 0.91 10.95 597.2
15 24.80 0.8 12.33 586.17
20 32.30 0.85 11.33 576.93
30 47.30 0.92 10.39 570.62
45 69.80 1.00 9.43 566.27
55 84.80 0.90 10.39 562.74
70 107.30 0.97 9.83 571.07

(6)outletiinletii QQQ ��     

(Table 2) contd.....
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Position Distance (m) Wind speed (m/s) Dimension (m2) Airflow rate (m3/min)
80 122.30 1.02 9.47 582.15
85 129.80 0.91 10.83 594.62
95 144.80 1.07 9.63 620.47
98 149.30 1.11 9.45 630.93

Outlet 158.22 1.11 9.86 657.2

where Qleak is the air rate leaking into the gob, Cinital is the tracer concentration of inlet airflow, Cpeak is the tracer
concentration of sampling point, Qinlet is the air rate of intake roadway.

In Fig. (9), the peaks of each curve are 11600ppb(3D), 12500ppb(4D) and 12800ppb(5D). The calculation results of
air leakage rate based on Eq. (7) are: Qleak~3D is 154.6m3/min, Qleak~4D is 115.44m3/min, Qleak~5D is 102.376m3/min. It can be
seen  that  even  there  is  still  some  errors,  the  result  at  5D  cross  section  is  more  close  to  the  measured  value.  The
occurrence of errors may be because hydraulic support was not considered in the modeling of CFD.

Fig. (9). SF6 concentration-time curves of different cross sections.

CONCLUSION

In this study, CFD simulation is conducted for the analysis of the effects of gob and height difference between
roadway and working face on tracer gas distribution in mine stope. Four U-type ventilation models are constructed to
research this problem. SF6 is used as tracer gas and its distribution characteristics in return roadway were simulated and
discussed. Some useful conclusions can be drawn as follows:

The porous characteristics of gob is not conductive to tracer gas uniform distribution. In the no gob and equal1.
height model, tracer gas and airflow can be mixed uniformly at 4D of return roadway, while if gob zone exists,
this distance needs to be 5D or more.
The height difference between roadway and working face contributes to raise the mixing rate of airflow and2.
tracer gas because of the effect of high turbulence. In the models of height difference, tracer gas and airflow can
be mixed uniformly at 1D of return roadway.
Although SF6 is heavier than air, it does not necessarily concentrate at the bottom since airflow features can3.
overcome gravitational influences. So tracer gas can be sampled at any point of the evenly distribution cross
section.

(7)
inlet
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